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Tired Yet of The Brow Beatings by Those Who Mean to
Destroy and Dominate Your Country?
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“Racist” is a made up word by Russian
Revolutionary Leon Trotsky in 1927. It’s a
word used to browbeat all dissenters of the
communist ideology.

Typical browbeat words
Over and over again today, we hear the use of words such as homophobia, Islamophobia,
haters, bullies, racists, etc. all coming from those who don’t carry the shield to protect
themselves in defense with the law on their side, but rather the spear to attack anyone and
everyone that does not tolerate and comply with their lawlessness and treason.

First, it was the sodomites that were used as a political battering ram. Since the American
people have now accepted that which God and American law have clearly condemned, you
now have the Muslims (Judges 2:14) who are being used as a political battering ram.

Seventeen years ago, I warned that the Muslims were on the heels of the sodomite
communities in an attempt to upend America’s sovereignty (Leviticus 18:22; 20:13; Romans
1:24).

What are the “useful idiots” in the media afraid of?
(Warning: Content May Be Offensive)

Browbeat campaign candidates
On May 14 , it was reported that a Michigan gubernatorial candidate was called out on his
Muslim Brotherhood ties, and cried “racism” & “Islamophobia.”

Abdul El-Sayed is running to be the first Muslim Governor in the 2018 elections in an attempt
to turn all of Michigan into Dearborn. When confronted with the facts during a debate for the
gubernatorial position in Michigan. what did he resort to?
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“Racism” (Since when did Islam become a race?) and “Islamophobia.” This is the same way
any other ignorant minded individual would act, use totalitarian methods and try to accuse your
enemies of that which you are guilty. Are you tired of this yet, America?

P.S. It was also reported that in Massachusetts: Hamas-Linked CAIR Official With Ties To
Jihad Terror Group Running As Democrat For Congress

As well, Minnesota Somali Muslim, Ilhan Omar, went from refugee to community organizer to
state legislator representing Minneapolis. Now she’s pushing for laws that favor Islamic
terrorists.

The Gateway Pundit reports,

Omar has been on our radar here at TGP for quite a while. We reported on her immigration
fraud where she married her brother in order to help him gain entry to a U.S. university. We
also reported on her getting sworn in on a giant Quran instead of a Holy Bible after getting
elected to state legislator in Minnesota.

Now Omar is voting in favor of terrorists. Should we be surprised?

Not at all!

Exposing the methods
Nor should you be surprised when they continuously attempt to browbeat those who do not fall
into line with their dangerous and illegal ideologies. At least know the method and expose their
intents. There is no other way to put a stop to the end that you know that they have in mind.

Federal and State Protections for Muslims Promoting Death, Torture, Terrorism to Un-
Believers in America? The Law Says Otherwise, So Does Common Sense! (See also
here.)
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